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1. Adjective

2. Noun

3. Verb - Past Tense

4. Noun

5. Conjunction

6. Preposition
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Treasure Island- Logan Kvalo

Disasters are all part of life. They can make you feel miserable and not able to do anything, but you have to

know you will have to push through it. A horrendous disaster happened to Jim, Captain S., Squire T., and Dr. L,

and Gray. Joyce and Hunter were murdered by the Adjective mutineers who want the map to the treasure

. Deprived Hunter got his musket turned around by one of them appalling mutineers and shot by his own weapon

, and Noun got his head blown off from another ferocious mutineers. Although Captain Smollett got his

shoulder blade Verb - Past Tense , a bullet just piercing his lung, and another bullet busting his muscles in

his calf, he will still be able to survive and recover, but he will have to be very vigilant of what he does which

might injure him even more. "NO!" They were all screaming in their minds when they found out two men were

dead and one was down. Noun , Squire T., Dr. T, and Gray will have to push through this occurrence

Conjunction not let it get to them and let it get them down. Although it may be hard to push through it,

they will have to if they ever want to find the treasure and get off the island without getting killed by the

immense Long John Silver (who is Preposition from the other five) and his mates. They must take this

very carefully, or it could just out to be another disaster. Disasters happen when you least expect them to. They

could just make your life worse, but it happens to everyone even when you think these horrifying things only

happen to you.
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